
Mulberry Tree Class 
Curriculum Plan  
Spring 1 2022 

Are We There Yet? 

LITERACY 

Story telling and writing 

Story layouts - beginning, middle and end. 

Sequencing 
Order the story using pictures and writing. 

Character Descriptions 
Describe the main characters looking at key features. 

Speech Bubbles 
Be able to use the characters voice in their work. 

Rhyming Words 
Story retelling and sentence construction 

Poetry 
Rhyming words 

Quality Texts for Literacy: 
We’re Going on a Bear Hunt by Micheal Rosen 

Naughty Bus by Jan Oke  
The Way Back Home by Oliver Jeffers.

PHSE 
Set up a bike washing station in the outdoor area and provide children with 
water sprays, sponges, cloths, buckets, warm water, chamois leathers and 
washing up liquid. Children could work in pairs to clean a bike that they 

bring in from home or vehicles such as scooters and other play vehicles kept 
at school. Read the story Naughty Bus by Jan Oke and talk about the places 

the bus travels to, including the most unusual ones – yuk! Working 
outdoors, set out a journey for a small model bus. You could include a plate 

of spaghetti, a water tray filled with jelly marbles, a tray of chocolate 
spread and a Tuff Tub of foam. Explain that it can be difficult for car drivers 

to see people who wear dark clothes at night or in fog. Introduce the 
message ‘Be bright, be seen’ and ask the children what they think it means.

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD  
(Science, History Geography, RE.) 

Map Making. Which way do you come to school? 
To describe the location of features and routes on a map. 
Display pictures of different forms of transport. Ask the 

children to look at the pictures and name the vehicles. After 
naming the vehicles ask ‘Does this vehicle travel by air, 

road or water?’ Offer hoops for sorting the pictures. Vehicle 
Spotting Ask the children to predict how many vehicles 
they might see in the school car park. Ask each child to 

make a estimate and write the number down on a board 
before going outside to count and check. You could also ask 
children to estimate how many vehicles of specific colours 
they might see. Display large pictures of different modes of 

transport. Ask the children to line up next to the picture 
that shows how they came to school today. Can they count 

how many are in their line and shout the number out for 
you to record? Ask questions such as ‘What is the most 

popular way to come to school?’ and ‘How do you know?’ 
Help the children to see the connection between the longest 

line and the most popular mode of transport. Create 
textured ramps using a range of different materials 

including bubble wrap, sandpaper, lino, foil, varnished 
wood, fabric and cardboard. Place the ramps at the same 
incline and invite children to roll a car down each of them. 
Ask ‘What happens?’ Encourage children to explain their 

observations and suggest reasons why things happen. My 
Senses Journey to School I can hear…. 

Why do people sometimes go on special journeys as part of 
their religion? Can you find out more about these? 

Judaism. Why do Christian’s put a cross in an Easter 
Garden? 

EXPRESSIVE ARTS AND DESIGN 

 Provide a range of materials for children to use to 
create their own picture of a bear. Long pieces of 

paper and trays of paint. Children create a huge art 
piece using their feet and paint. Tyre prints/rubbings 

Painting with wheels. Cover balloons with paper 
mache.  Once dry, pop the balloon from inside and 

paint the balloon surface.

This planning sheet outlines the area of study that have 
been planned for this half term. 
However, as planning is 
assessment led, modifications may 
occur. 

SLH. January 2022 
MULBERRY TREE CLASS.

Number: 
Counting (1 to 10)  

10 ones are equivalent to 
one 10. 

Adding 1 Counting 1 to 10 
Addition and Subtraction 

- to 10 
Number Bonds to 5 

Number bonds to 10 - ten 
frame 

Subtracting 2 from 
numbers up to 10 
Counting in 2s 

Subtraction, Odd and 
even numbers , Equal 

groups 
Place Value - Numbers to 

10 
Counting to 6, 7, and 8 
Counting to 9 and 10 

MATHS

https://tidd.ly/37bR5pg


Mulberry Tree Class Homework suggestions 
Spring Term 2022 

Please complete these activities over the half term. 
Any photographs can be emailed to: office.greatyeldham@dcvst.org 

English 

To talk about how you get to school.  
Do you pass any landmarks? Do you have to cross any roads? How do 

you cross the roads safely?  
Can you draw a map of your journey to school? 

Number 

To find one more and one less. 
Ask your grown-up to tell you a number. Place this number of raisins or 
cereal pieces on your plate. If your grown-up says ‘one more’, can you 

add one more and say the number you have? If your grown-up says ‘one 
less’, can you eat one then count the number you have left?

Phonics 

To practise finding and saying words that rhyme. 
Can you think of words to rhyme with cat, man, dog and pen?

Physical Development 

To practise getting dressed by yourself. 
Can you fasten your buttons? Can you fasten your zip? Can you tie your 

shoelaces?  

Understanding the World 

To go on a winter walk and to observe the changes happening. 
Can you take some photographs for our classroom display?

Art and Design 

To design and/ or make a vehicle for a super hero. 
Will your vehicle have wheels or wings? Will it have windows? How will 

it move around? 
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